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4  #JohnGrisham N@JohnGrisham M JohnGrishamInt jgrisham.com 

 October 2019  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery . Legal Thrillers

 

   NEW LEGAL THRILLER
  John Grisham

 9781473684430 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 368pp

eBook: 9781473684454 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473684461 • £25.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473684447 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE RECKONING

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Doubleday

Translation Rights: The Gernert Company

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, USA.

 John Grisham is the author of 41 works of fiction and one of non-fiction, The Innocent Man. His 
works have been translated into 42 languages. He lives in Virginia.

The explosive new thriller from internationally bestselling author John Grisham – more 
information coming soon.





5#SweetSorrow N@DavidNWriter M davidnichollsauthor davidnichollsbooks.co.uk 

 July 2019  Fiction . Romance . Coming of Age

 The major new novel from  
David Nicholls.

 SWEET SORROW
  David Nicholls

 9781444715408 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781444715439 • £9.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781444715415 • £14.99

Most recent title: US

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Curtis Brown

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N5. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 David Nicholls is the bestselling author of Us, One Day, Starter for Ten and The Understudy. His 
novels have sold over 8 million copies worldwide and are published in 40 languages.

 Sixteen-year-old Charlie Lewis is the boy you don’t remember in the school 
photograph. His exams have not gone well. He’s looking after his father, when surely 
it should be the other way round. If he thinks about the future at all, it’s with a kind 
of dread. Then Fran Fisher bursts into his life and despite himself, Charlie begins to 
hope. But if Charlie wants to be with Fran, he must take on a daunting challenge. He 
must join the Company. And if the Company sounds like a cult, the truth is even more 
appalling: the price of hope, it seems, is Shakespeare.





6 #ThisIsGomorrah N@tomchatfield P@tomchatfield tomchatfield.net 

 July 2019  Thrillers & Mystery . Political . Technothrillers 

 Control the Internet. Control the World.

 THIS IS GOMORRAH
 An Azi Bello Thriller

 Tom Chatfield

 9781473681378 • £12.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781473681408 • £12.99

Audio download:  
9781473681415 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473681385 • £12.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Mulholland US

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

  Advance reading copies via Netgalley

  Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Tunbridge Wells, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Tom Chatfield is a British writer, broadcaster and tech philosopher. A TED Global speaker and 
consultant for some of the world’s leading tech firms, Tom has previously written several non-fiction 
books which explore digital culture – including Netymology and Critical Thinking – and which have 
appeared in over 30 countries and languages. He lives near London with his family.

 Azi Bello lives in the technological underbelly of the 21st century. He works for himself 
and answers to no one – until his online existence crashes violently into the real world.

Secretive Munira has reached out to Azi for help: her cousin has been recruited 
by terrorists and while trying to find him, she has attracted the attention of some 
dangerous people. Forced to go on the run, Azi and Munira are drawn into a 
conspiracy, at the heart of which is the Gomorrah darknet. The stakes are high, and 
the risks even higher, when you’re no longer behind a screen.





7 #ShortRange #SpiderShepherd M stephenleatherofficial stephenleather.com 

 July 2019  Thrillers . Suspense . Action & Adventure

 The explosive new thriller in the  
Spider Shepherd series.

 SHORT RANGE
 Spider Shepherd Book 16

 Stephen Leather

 9781473671911 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473671935 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781473671942 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473671928 • £14.99

Most recent title: TALL ORDER  
(SPIDER SHEPHERD BOOK 15)

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Stephen Leather

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Bangkok, Thailand.

 Stephen Leather is one of the UK’s most successful thriller writers, an eBook and Sunday Times 
bestseller and author of the critically acclaimed Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd series and the Jack Nightingale 
supernatural detective novels. Before becoming a novelist, he was a journalist for more than ten years. 
His bestsellers have been translated into 15 languages and he has also written for television.

 Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd’s career has always put a strain on his family. So he is far from 
happy to learn that MI5 is using teenagers as informants. As an undercover specialist, 
Shepherd is tasked with protecting a 16-year-old schoolboy who is being used to 
gather evidence against violent drug dealers and a right-wing terrorist group. But 
when the boy’s life is threatened, Shepherd has no choice but to step in and take the 
heat. And while Shepherd’s problems mount at work, he has even greater problems 
closer to home. His son Liam has fallen foul of the Serbian mafia and if Shepherd 
doesn’t intervene, Liam will die.





8  N@SarahLotz1 sarahlotz.com 

 September 2019  Suspense . Thrillers . International Crime & Mystery

 The unputdownable new thriller  
from the author of The Three.

 MISSING PERSON
  Sarah Lotz

 9781473624627 • £17.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473624658 • £17.99

Audio download:  
9781473624665 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473624634 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE WHITE ROAD

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Hachette Book Group

Translation Rights: A M Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Birmingham, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sarah Lotz is a screenwriter and novelist. Her screenplay of her novel The Three is in production with 
BBC USA. She has two other novels with Hodder: Day Four and The White Road. She lives in England 
with her family and other animals. 

 Missing-linc.com comprises a group of misfit sleuths whose macabre passion is 
giving names to the unidentified dead. When Ellie starts investigating the corpse 
known as the Boy in the Dress, the Boy’s killer joins the group. The Boy was Teddy 
Ryan. He was meant to have been killed in a car crash in the west of Ireland in 1989, 
but he was writing letters from New York a year later. But one night he met a man in 
a bar and vanished. Teddy’s nephew, Shaun, is determined to solve the mystery. The 
only problem: the killer will be with him every step of the way. . .





9N@SandraBrown_NYT X AuthorSandraBrown SandraBrown.net

 August 2019  Crime . Thrillers . Romantic

 Number One New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author Sandra Brown 
returns with another suspenseful thriller.

OUTFOX
  Sandra Brown

 9781473669512 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 416pp

eBook: 9781473669529 • £14.99

Most recent title: TAILSPIN

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Grand Central 

Translation Rights:  
Maria Carvainis Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Arlington, Texas, USA.

 Sandra Brown is the author of numerous New York Times bestselling thrillers. She lives in 
Arlington, Texas.

 Weston Graham has gone by many names. He is an expert at separating wealthy 
women from their fortunes and disappearing, along with them. No bodies have ever 
been discovered, but FBI Special Agent Drex Easton believes each of Weston’s eight 
known victims died at his hands. And as Drex’s mother was the first, it’s his life’s 
mission to bring Weston to justice. Drex suspects Jaspar Ford, newly wed to the 
beautiful Talia Shafer. But in order to find the truth, Drex must assume a false identity 
of his own and infiltrate the couple’s lives. 





10 #NeverHaveIEver N@LucyVHayAuthor M  LucyHayB2W bang2write.com 

 September 2019  Crime . Thrillers . Psychological

 The gripping psychological thriller  
about a game gone wrong.

 NEVER HAVE I EVER 
Lucy Hay

 9781529337723 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529337730 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529337747 • £19.99

Most recent title: DO NO HARM 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Tiverton, Devon, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Lucy Hay is a novelist, script editor, producer and head reader for the London Screenwriters’ 
Festival. She has also written two non-fiction books, Writing & Selling Thriller Screenplays and its 
follow-up Drama Screenplays. She lives in Devon.

 Sam’s life is going well. That is, until she gets the note through her door that stops 
her heart in her chest. Never have I ever been punished for what I have done. Sam 
is catapulted back to those teenage years spent with her best friends, teasing out 
each other’s secrets by announcing things they had never, ever done. If only they had 
stopped there. But they went from sharing secrets to sharing firsts. First kisses, first 
drinks, first fake IDs. And that was before it all went spiralling out of control. Before 
that day in the woods ended it all. Because no matter how far it goes, you have to obey 
the rules of the game. Even if what you’ve never done should stay that way. And now Sam 
is about to discover that the game isn’t over. . .





11

 September 2019  Crime . Thriller . Mystery

 The gripping thriller about our obsession 
with true crime.

 SHE LIES IN THE VINES
  Benjamin Stevenson

 9781529353280 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529353297 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529353303 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN, ex EU, ex ANZ

US Rights: Source Books

Translation Rights: Penguin Random 
House Australia 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Sydney, Australia. Author 
is available for: interviews, features.

 Benjamin Stevenson is an award-winning stand-up comedian and author. He has sold out shows 
from the Melbourne International Comedy Festival all the way to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Off-
stage, Benjamin has worked for publishing houses and literary agencies in Australia and the USA. He 
currently works with some of the world’s best-loved authors at Curtis Brown Australia. She Lies in the 
Vines is his first novel. 

 Four years ago Eliza Dacey was brutally murdered. Within hours, her killer was 
caught. Wasn’t he? So reads the opening titles of Jack Quick’s new true-crime 
documentary. As a skilled producer, Jack knows that the bigger the conspiracy, the 
higher the ratings. So Curtis Wade – convicted of Eliza’s murder in Birravale, Australia, 
on circumstantial evidence by a biased police force – makes the perfect subject. 
Millions of viewers agree. But just before the final episode, Jack uncovers a minor 
detail that may prove Curtis guilty after all. Convinced it will ruin his show, Jack keeps 
quiet, airing a finale that proposes Curtis is innocent.





12  N@RebeccaTinnelly M RebeccaTinnellyAuthor rebeccatinnelly.com 

 September 2019  Suspense . Thriller . Mystery

 An unputdownable psychological thriller 
with a twist that’ll shock you to your core.

 DON’T SAY A WORD
  Rebecca Tinnelly

 9781473664524 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 368pp

eBook: 9781473664517 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529330809 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN inc Can, ex EU

US Rights: Diane Banks Literary Agency

Translation Rights:  
Diane Banks Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Kilve, Somerset, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Rebecca Tinnelly lives amongst the twisted sessile oaks of the Somerset coast with her two 
children. No doubt fuelled by the stories she was told by her stepmother, a consultant pathologist, 
Rebecca is most interested in writing about the darker side of society and family life. Her debut novel, 
Never Go There, was published to rave reader reviews. Don’t Say A Word is her second novel.

 Esther’s mother Connie lost her words at the age of five, the day she witnessed her 
parents’ untimely death. Since then, Connie has only been able to choke out a few 
words. Years on, Connie’s husband is on his deathbed and all she can do is sit quietly 
while Esther despairs at the thought of being left all alone with her silent mother. 
But what Esther doesn’t know is that there is a lifetime of shocking secrets and 
unfathomable lies locked up in Connie’s silent prison. And time is running out to set 
them free . . .





13 #GirlatMidnight N@BondaKatarzyna M katarzyna.bonda P katarzynabonda katarzynabonda.pl 

 July 2019  Crime . Thriller . Fiction in Translation

 A million-copy bestseller in Poland: page-
turning drama taking the rest of Europe 
by storm.

 GIRL AT MIDNIGHT
  Katarzyna Bonda
Filip Sporczyk (translator)

 9781473630413 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 544pp

eBook: 9781473630437 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781473630444 • £25.00

Royal Trade Paperback:  
9781473630420 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Warsaw, Poland.

 Katarzyna Bonda is the most popular crime writer in Poland. Her two series, the Hubert Meyer 
trilogy and The Elements of Sasza Zaluska, are both massive bestsellers and have sold well over two 
million copies. Girl at Midnight received the Readers’ Award at the 2015 International Crime Festival in 
Wroclaw, while The White Mercedes won the 2015 Empik Bestseller Award. Foreign rights to the books 
have been sold in eight languages.

 For seven years, Sasza Zaluska has lived with her little girl in England, far from her 
previous job as an undercover cop and the traumatic case that made her flee from 
her family and her native Poland. But now she is coming back.

This time, Sasza is looking for a quieter life. She has become a psychological profiler 
and picks up a freelance job to check out some threats made against the owner of 
a nightclub. But no sooner has Sasza visited the club than a man is murdered there and 
Sasza finds herself drawn back towards the world she left behind . . .





14 #WhatYouPayFor N@OneNightStanzas P@one.night.stanzas  

 August 2019  Crime . Mystery & Detective . Police Procedural

 Dedicated cop Helen Birch faces a terrible 
choice – family or justice? 

 WHAT YOU PAY FOR
  Claire Askew

 9781473673076 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473673090 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781473673106 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473673083 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
ALL THE HIDDEN TRUTHS

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Claire Askew is a poet, novelist and the current Writer in Residence at the University of Edinburgh. 
Claire holds a PhD in Creative Writing from the University of Edinburgh and has won a variety of 
accolades for her work, including the Jessie Kesson Fellowship and a Scottish Book Trust New 
Writers Award. She works as the Scotland tutor for women’s writing initiatives Write Like A Grrrl! and 
#GrrrlCon.

 DI Birch joined the police to find her brother, who walked out of his life one day and 
was never seen again. She stayed to help others, determined to seek justice where 
she could. On the fourteenth anniversary of Charlie’s disappearance, Birch takes part 
in a raid on one of Scotland’s most feared criminal organisations – a chance to get a 
dangerous man off the streets. Two days later, Charlie comes back. Now Birch faces 
a terrible choice: save the case, or save him. But how can you do the right thing when 
all the consequences are bad? 





15 M PeterRobinsonAuthor Inspectorbanks.com 

 September 2019  Crime & Mystery

 The next instalment in Peter Robinson’s 
Number One bestselling DCI Banks series. 

 MANY RIVERS TO CROSS
 The 26th DCI Banks Novel 

 Peter Robinson

 9781444787047 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781444787023 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473642485 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781444787030. £14.99

Most recent title:  
CARELESS LOVE (DCI BANKS 25)

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: William Morrow

Translation Rights: David Grossman

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kerry Hood

Author lives in Toronto, Canada and 
Richmond, Yorkshire. Author is available 
for:  events and signings to be confirmed.

 Peter Robinson grew up in Yorkshire, and now divides his time between Richmond and Canada. 
Many Rivers to Cross is the 26th book in the bestselling DCI Banks series. He has also written two 
collections of short stories and three standalone novels. His critically acclaimed crime novels have 
won numerous awards in Britain, the US, Canada and Europe, and are published in translation all over 
the world. 

 A young Middle Eastern boy is dead – his body stuffed in a wheelie bin on the East 
Side Estate. DCI Banks and his team are called to investigate this case, and its 
urgency increases when they realise he was stabbed elsewhere and dumped. Who 
is the boy, and where did he come from? Then a heroin addict is found dead of an 
overdose in an area of town scheduled for redevelopment. While trying not to be 
distracted by his friend Zelda’s increasingly dangerous situation, Banks discovers a 
connection with a shady property developer. Finding a solution to this case may come 
at a terrible cost . . .





16 #TheLastHunt N@MeyerDeon M DeonMeyer.Author P@deon.meyer.author deonmeyer.com 

 November 2019  Crime . Thriller . International

 The new Benny Griessel thriller from 
bestseller Deon Meyer.

 THE LAST HUNT
  Deon Meyer

 9781473614451 • £19.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473614482 • £13.99

Audio download:  
9781473614772 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473614468 • £13.99

Most recent title: FEVER

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Grove Atlantic

Translation Rights: Blake Friedmann 
Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Kerry Hood

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Stellenbosch, 
South Africa. Author is available 
for: interviews, features.

 Deon Meyer lives near Cape Town in South Africa. His books have attracted worldwide acclaim. 
Originally written in Afrikaans, they have been translated into 28 languages. Thirteen Hours was 
shortlisted for the CWA International Dagger and won the Boeke Prize in South Africa – the first time in 
the prize’s history that a South African book has won. Deon’s novels have also won prizes in France, 
Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands.

 A cold case for Benny Griessel and Vaughn Cupido. The body of an ex-cop has been 
found by a railway line. The police have already failed to make progress and others 
are intent on muddying the waters. Meanwhile in Bordeaux, Daniel Darret is settled in 
a new life. But his skills as an international hit-man are required, and Daniel is given 
no choice. He must hunt again – his prey the corrupt president of his homeland. It’s 
a race against time – for the Hawks to stop the assassination, for Daniel to evade 
Russian agents tracking him, for Benny to survive long enough to finally ask Alexa to 
marry him . . .





17#TheBoneFire N@SD_Sykes sdsykes.co.uk 

 July 2019  Thrillers . Historical . 14th Century

 The fourth medieval thriller in the 
acclaimed Oswald de Lacy series.

 THE BONE FIRE
  S D Sykes

 9781473679993 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473680012 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781473680050 • £20.00

Most recent title: CITY OF MASKS

Exclusive territories: BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Pegasus Books

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Goudhurst, Kent, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 S D Sykes lives in Kent with her husband. She is a graduate from Manchester University and has 
an MA in Writing from Sheffield Hallam. She attended the novel-writing course at literary agents 
Curtis Brown, where she was inspired to finish her first novel. She has also written for radio and has 
developed screenplays with Arts Council funding.

 1361. Plague has returned to England – 13 years after the devastation of The Black 
Death. As destruction advances towards his estate, Oswald de Lacy leads his family 
to the safety of a remote castle where his friend Godfrey is preparing a fortress to 
survive the coming disaster. The rules are clear: once the guests are inside the castle 
no-one will be permitted to enter or leave until the Pestilence has passed. And then 
a murderer strikes. Oswald is confronted with a stark choice – leave and face the 
plague, or stay and place his family at the mercy of a brutal killer? 





18 #Witchfinder N@AWilliamswriter andrewwilliams.tv 

 October 2019  Thrillers . Suspense . Espionage

 A brilliant novel of espionage and betrayal 
from one of Britain’s most accomplished 
thriller writers.

 WITCHFINDER
  Andrew Williams

 9781473631755 • £19.99 
Royal Hardback • 480pp

eBook: 9781473631779 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781473662674 • £21.99

Most recent title: THE SUICIDE CLUB

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Lucas Alexander Whitley Ltd

Translation Rights:  
Lucas Alexander Whitley Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE16. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Andrew Williams worked as a senior producer for the BBC’s flagship Panorama and Newsnight 
programmes, and as a writer and director of history documentaries. He is the author of bestselling 
non-fiction books The Battle of the Atlantic and D-day to Berlin, and four acclaimed novels, The 
Interrogator (shortlisted for the Ian Fleming Silver Dagger Award), To Kill a Tsar (shortlisted for the Ellis 
Peters Award), The Poison Tide and The Suicide Club. 

 London, 1963. MI5 and MI6 agents are locked in a Cold War against Russia. And 
some of them are traitors. The service has been shaken by the high-profile defections 
of Burgess, MacLean and Philby. The Americans are demanding a rigorous review. 
Peter Wright, more technician than agent, will lead it.Harry Vaughan is brought back 
from Vienna to join him. He slips into a relationship with an old flame, Elsa, and joins 
the mole hunt – somewhat reluctantly. But the further the investigation goes, the 
greater the sense of paranoia that spreads through the service. The only certainty is 
that no-one is above suspicion . . .





19 N@CatrionaMcP M CatrionaMcPherson catrionamcpherson.com 

 November 2019  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery

 ‘The perfect reads for nights by the fire’ 
Scotsman

 THE TURNING TIDE
   Catriona McPherson

 9781473682351 • £20.99 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781473682375 • £20.99

Most recent title:  
A STEP SO GRAVE

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Quercus

Translation Rights:  
Moylett and Coombs Agency 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Winters, California, 
USA. Author is available for:  limited 
author tour on publication.

 Catriona McPherson was born in the village of Queensferry in south-east Scotland and educated 
at Edinburgh University. The first Dandy Gilver novel was shortlisted for the CWA Ellis Peters Historical 
Dagger and the second was longlisted for the Theakston’s Crime Novel of the Year Award. Catriona 
writes full-time and divides her time between southern Scotland and northern California.

 Aristocratic private detective Dandy Gilver is back solving the strange case of the 
Cramond ferrywoman on an island between Edinburgh and Fife. Set in 1930s 
Scotland and brimming with eccentric characters and incisive humour, The Turning 
Tide is Catriona McPherson’s best Dandy Gilver mystery yet. Perfect for those who 
love golden age crime writers, P G Wodehouse and Nancy Mitford.

‘Everything I adore’ Red, on A Step So Grave





20 #ThomasKydd N@thomaskydd M JulianStockwinAuthor julianstockwin.com   

 October 2019  Historical . Action & Adventure . Renaissance

 ‘In Stockwin’s hands the sea story will 
continue to entrance readers across the 
world’ Guardian

TO THE EASTERN SEAS
Thomas Kydd Book 22

Julian Stockwin

 9781473698680 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 432pp

eBook: 9781473698703 • £13.99

Audio download:  
9781473698710 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473698697 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Blake Friedmann  
Literary Agency

Translation Rights: Blake Friedmann 
Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Ivybridge, Devon, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Julian Stockwin was sent at the age of 14 to Indefatigable, a tough sea-training school. He joined 
the Royal Navy at 15 before transferring to the Royal Australian Navy, where he served for eight years. 
After leaving the Navy, Julian practised as an educational psychologist, and was later awarded an 
MBE. He is now retired, and lives in Devon with his wife Kathy.

 With Bonaparte held to a stalemate in Europe, the race to empire is now resumed. 
Britain’s ambitions turn to the Spice Islands, the Dutch East Indies, where Admiral 
Pellew has been sent to confront the enemy’s vastly rich holdings in these tropical 
islands. Captain Sir Thomas Kydd joins reinforcements to snatch these for the British 
Crown. A battle for Java and an empire in the East stretches Kydd and his ship 
Tyger’s company to their very limits. 



21
#TheVanishedBride N@rowancoleman N@brontemysteries M rowan.coleman  

P@rowanmcoleman rowancoleman.co.uk 

 November 2019  Mystery & Detective . Historical . Victorian Era

 The famous Brontë sisters turn their hands 
to detecting . . .

 THE VANISHED BRIDE
 The Brontë Mysteries

 Rowan Coleman writing as Bella Ellis

 9781529388985 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529389005 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529389012 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529388992 • £13.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: David Higham Associates

Translation Rights:  
David Higham Associates

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

  Advance book proofs available on request

  Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Berkhamsted, UK.  
Author is available for:  interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Bella Ellis is the Brontë-inspired pen name for the award-winning Sunday Times bestselling author 
Rowan Coleman. A Brontë devotee for most of her life, Rowan is the author of 14 novels including The 
Memory Book, The Summer of Impossible Things and The Girl at the Window.

 1845. Charlotte, Emily and Anne Brontë are sat round the dining room table when 
their brother, Branwell, returns from the inn, bringing with him the most shocking 
revelation: Elizabeth Chester, young wife of Robert Chester and mistress of Chester 
Grange, has gone missing – and the bloody scene found in her bedroom suggests 
she may have been murdered . . . As everyone knows, solving a mystery requires good 
sense, morals and plenty of imagination – qualities that the Brontë sisters all possess. 
But will they be able to discover the fate of the vanished bride? 





22 #AGiftInDecember N@genherr  

 October 2019 Contemporary Romance . Historical . World War II

 A heart-warming winter romance.

 A GIFT IN DECEMBER
 The Best Gifts Await Beneath the Mistletoe . . .

 Genevieve Herr 
writing as Jenny Gladwell 

 9781529302684 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529302691 • £7.99

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Glasgow, Scotland. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, local events.

 Jenny Gladwell is a pen name for Genevieve Herr. Genevieve was born and grew up in London 
and began working in publishing after university. She studied for a Creative Writing MA alongside her 
job as a children’s book editor at Scholastic, and her dissertation was awarded the Sophie Warne 
Memorial essay prize for outstanding emerging writer. Genevieve lives in Scotland with her family.

 Journalist Jane Brooke is getting over a career high . . . and love life low. When her 
editor nominates Jane to join some glamorous bloggers on a press trip to Norway 
to cover the story behind the famous Norwegian Christmas tree, which the country 
sends each year to London’s Trafalgar Square, she feels only annoyance. Jane 
doesn’t do puff pieces, she’s a serious journalist. But Jane hasn’t anticipated 
discovering the moving story behind this historic gift, and she certainly isn’t 
expecting to find love amidst all that snow. This trip could turn out to be the perfect 
Christmas present after all . . .





23 #WhatHappensInParadise N@elinhilderbrand M ElinHilderbrand elinhilderbrand.net 

 October 2019  Women’s Fiction . Romance . Holidays

 Secret lives and new loves emerge  
in the Caribbean sunlight . . .

 WHAT HAPPENS IN 
PARADISE
 The Paradise Book 2

 Elin Hilderbrand

 9781473677470 • £13.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781473677456 • £13.99

Audio download:  
9781529354973 • £19.99

Most recent title: SUMMER OF ‘69

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Little, Brown Book Group

Translation Rights: Inkwell Management

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Nantucket, USA.

Elin Hilderbrand lives on Nantucket, Massachusetts, with her three children. People Magazine 
have crowned her the ‘Queen of the Summer Novel’.

 A year ago, Irene Steele had the shock of her life: her loving husband, father to 
their grown sons and successful businessman, was killed in a plane crash. But that 
wasn’t Irene’s only shattering news: he’d also been leading a double life on the 
island of St. John, where another woman loved him, too. Now Irene and her sons 
are back on St. John, determined to learn the truth about the mysterious life – and 
death – of a man they thought they knew. Along the way, they’re about to learn 
some surprising truths about their own lives, and their futures. 





24 #WhereTheresAWill N@BethCorby1  

 September 2019  Romantic Comedy . Holiday . Women’s Fiction

 A fun, uplifting novel that’s perfect for fans 
of Sophie Kinsella and Anna Bell.

 WHERE THERE’S A WILL
 Can Love Find a Way?

 Beth Corby

 9781473699496 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473699502 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529374575 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Caerphilly, Wales. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Beth Corby began life in a small Welsh mining village, and pursued her interest in music through to 
a PhD. Finding academic writing constricting, she tried creative writing and fell for comedic storytelling 
at the first pen stroke. Where There’s a Will is her first novel.

 After leaving university at the age of 25 with no idea what to do with her life, Hannah 
is stunned when she is left a mystery bequest by her rich, estranged Great-Uncle 
Donald. But there’s a catch: before she can find out what she’s inherited, she must 
undertake a series of unknown tasks alongside Alec, Donald’s reluctant (but rather 
gorgeous) PA. 

As the tasks progress and she and Alec grow closer, Hannah begins to think that 
Donald’s real gift might have more to do with love than money. . .





25 N@chrissiemanby chrissiemanby.co.uk 

 July 2019  Romance . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post c 1945).

 The new hilariously funny summer 
romance from the bestselling author 
of Seven Sunny Days.

 THREE DAYS IN 
FLORENCE
  Chrissie Manby

 9781473682955 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473682962 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529319477 • £19.99

Most recent title: ONCE IN A LIFETIME

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Watson, Little

Translation Rights: Watson, Little

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in London, SW12. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Chrissie Manby is the author of 25 romantic comedies including A Proper Family Holiday, The 
Matchbreaker and Seven Sunny Days. She has had several Sunday Times bestsellers and her novel 
about behaving badly after a break-up, Getting Over Mr Right, was nominated for the 2011 Melissa 
Nathan Award.

 Kathy Courage has never visited the famous Italian city before, so she’s thrilled to 
get the chance to visit with her boyfriend Neil –even if it’s for his work conference. But 
when Kathy finds herself unexpectedly stranded in the city after a mix-up, she decides 
to embrace the unexpected and stay on her own.

What follows is a life-changing few days in the Tuscan sun, as Kathy begins to 
question the choices that have led her here. Could Italy hold the answers to her future 
happiness? Or is Kathy destined to return to her old routine?





26  N@sclairewriter sophieclaire.co.uk 

 October 2019  Adult & Contemporary Romance . Christmas

 A charming Christmas story 
from an exciting new voice in 
cosy women’s fiction. 

 THE CHRISTMAS 
HOLIDAY
  Sophie Claire

 9781529392791 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529392807 • £8.99

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Manchester, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sophie Claire, born to a French mother and Scottish father, grew up in Manchester, where she still 
lives with her husband and two sons. She writes stories centred around sunny Provence, where she 
spent her summers as a child.

 After a bad break-up, eternal optimist Evie Miller has moved to the small village of 
Willowbrook to open a craft shop. Unfortunately, with money worries and a very 
persistent ex-boyfriend, her fresh start isn’t going entirely to plan. Jake Hartwood is 
also looking to escape his past. Haunted by his wife’s death, he’s determined not to 
get close to anyone again. But the last thing he needs is to be alone over Christmas.

In need of a break, Evie and Jake agree to spend Christmas together as friends in a 
private villa in Provence. But what happens if one starts to feel something more?





27

 October 2019 Romance . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post c 1945).

 

 CHRISTMAS AT  
SILVER DALE
 Animal Ark Revisited 6

 Lucy Daniels

 9781473682450 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473682467 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529354980 • £19.99

Most recent title: SUMMER DAYS 
AT SUNRISE FARM (ANIMAL ARK 
REVISITED 5)

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Working Partners

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Norway.

 Lucy Daniels is the author of the bestselling children’s book series, Animal Ark, which have sold 
nearly 3 million copies in the UK alone, and more recently, the Animal Ark Revisited series for adults. 
Lucy Daniels is the pseudonym for the writing partnership of celebrated author Victoria Holmes and 
real-life vet Sarah McGurk.

 Although Christmas should be the happiest time of year, Mandy Hope is struggling. 
Her relationship with Jimmy Marsh is on the rocks, possibly beyond repair, while her 
best friend James has a gorgeous new son, which only confirms how much Mandy 
wants children of her own. Desperately in need of a friend, Mandy strikes up a close 
relationship with new Welford resident Geraldine Craven. Geraldine looks to be a 
lifeline for Mandy in these troubled times, until she reveals a devastating secret about 
Mandy’s past. Will the magic of the season be enough to save Christmas? 





28 #BirchEnd M AnnaJacobsBooks annajacobs.com 

 August 2019  Sagas . Romance . 20th Century Fiction

 The start of a brand new series from one of 
saga’s most beloved authors.

 A DAUGHTER’S JOURNEY
 Birch End Book 1

 Anna Jacobs

 9781473677807 • £19.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473677821 • £19.99

Audio download:  
9781473694330 • £19.99

Most recent title: ONE PERFECT 
FAMILY (ELLINDALE SAGA BOOK 4)

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Royal Wootton 
Bassett, UK. Author is available 
for: interviews, features.

 Anna Jacobs grew up in Lancashire and emigrated to Australia, but still visits the UK regularly to see 
her family and do research, something she loves. She is the bestselling author of over 80 novels and 
has won and been shortlisted for several awards. She likes to write romantic and family stories with 
happy endings.

 Jo Melling has just arrived in Birch End from Australia, and soon finds herself drawn to 
Nick, a handsome newcomer to the village. She becomes more involved in village life 
than she could ever have imagined – and suddenly in danger, too.

Meanwhile, the new local council are faced with some tough decisions of their own – 
and some people will go to any lengths to make sure they get their way. . .

Will the decent people of the valley win a brighter future for themselves? And can Jo 
find a way to stay with Nick in a place she’s grown to love?





29 N@Katethompson380 M KateThompsonAuthor katethompsonmedia.co.uk  

 August 2019  Saga . Historical Fiction

 A new series from bestselling author  
Kate Thompson. 

 SECRETS OF THE 
HOMEFRONT GIRLS
  Kate Thompson

 9781473698116 • £6.99 
B format Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473698123 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781473698130 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Blake Friedmann

Translation Rights: Blake Friedmann

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Sunbury, Surrey. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Kate Thompson is an award-winning journalist, ghostwriter and novelist who has spent the past two 
decades in the UK mass market and book publishing industry. Over the past seven years Kate has 
written nine fiction and non-fiction titles, three of which have made the Sunday Times top ten bestseller 
list. Secrets of the Homefront Girls will be her tenth book.

 Stratford, 1939. Although England may be at war, for the young women working the 
lipstick production line at Yardley’s cosmetics factory in East London, it’s business as 
usual. For headstrong and flirtatious Renee Gunn, that means taking Esther, a young 
Austrian refugee, under her wing and teaching her how to be a true cockney. But 
when Lily, Renee’s older sister, suddenly returns home after six years away, it’s clear 
that life in Stratford is changing for good. In the face of the Blitz, could the secrets that 
Renee, Lily and Esther are keeping be the most dangerous weapon of all?





30 #BobbyGirls N@JoBoOfTheShire  

 October 2019  Sagas . Historical Romance . First World War Fiction

 1914. While men fight on the 
battlefields of France, at home in 
Britain women are finally seizing 
their own opportunities to make a 
difference . . .

 THE BOBBY GIRLS
 The Bobby Girls Book 1

 Johanna Bell

 9781529330854 • £6.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529330847 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781529305326 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Surrey, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Johanna Bell is a freelance journalist living in Surrey with her husband, daughter and dog. She 
developed a passion for learning about the wars after talking to her granddad about his experiences 
in the Second World War.

Maggie, Annie, Sarah and Irene come from very different backgrounds, but they do 
have one thing in common: they have all signed up for the Women Police Volunteers. 
As they work to find their feet on the beat, will their friendship get them through the 
darkest of times?

The Bobby Girls is the first book in a gritty, uplifting new saga series about the first ever 
female police officers, perfect for fans of Dilly Court, Daisy Styles and Call the Midwife.





31 #RedRising #DarkAge N@Pierce_Brown M PierceBrownAuthor piercebrownbooks.com   

 July 2019  Science Fiction . Space Opera . Action & Adventure

 Return to the Red Rising universe with 
Number One New York Times bestselling 
author of Morning Star.

DARK AGE
Red Rising Book 5

Pierce Brown

 9781473646766 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473646759 • £14.99

 Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473646773 • £13.99

Most recent title: IRON GOLD  
(RED RISING BOOK 4)

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Del Rey

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House US

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA.

 Pierce Brown has worked as a manager of social media at a start-up tech company, toiled as a 
peon on the Disney lot at ABC Studios, done his time as an NBC page and given sleep deprivation 
a new meaning during his stint as an aide on a U.S. Senate Campaign. He now lives in Los Angeles, 
and is the author of the New York Times bestselling Red Rising series. 

 For a decade Darrow led a revolution against the corrupt colour-coded Society. 
Now, outlawed by the very Republic he founded, he wages a rogue war on Mercury 
in the hope that he can still salvage the dream of Eo. But as he leaves death and 
destruction in his wake, is he still the hero who broke the chains? Or will another 
legend rise to take his place? As alliances shift, break, and re-form – and power is 
seized, lost and reclaimed – every player is at risk in a game of conquest that could 
turn the Rising into a new Dark Age.



32 #ToBeTaught  otherscribbles.com 

 August 2019  Science Fiction . Space Exploration . Genetic Engineering 

 Imagine a future in which explorers of the 
solar system transform themselves.

 TO BE TAUGHT, IF 
FORTUNATE
 A Novella

 Becky Chambers

 9781473697164 • £12.99 
B format Hardback • 128pp

eBook: 9781473697171 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781473697157 • £12.99

Most recent title: RECORD OF A 
SPACEBORN FEW

Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Harper Voyager

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Arcata, California, 
USA. Author is available for:  interview, 
features, festival appearances.

 Becky Chambers is the author of the Wayfarers books and the standalone novella, To Be Taught, If 
Fortunate. Her books have been nominated for the Hugo Award, the Arthur C Clarke Award and the 
Bailey’s Women’s Prize for Fiction, among others, and won the Prix Julia Verlanger in 2017. She grew 
up in a family heavily involved in space science, and hopes to see Earth from orbit one day.

 Adriane is one such explorer. As an astronaut on an extrasolar research vessel, she 
and her fellow crewmates sleep between worlds, and wake up each time with different 
features. Her experience is one of fluid body and stable mind, and of a unique 
perspective on the passage of time. Back on Earth, society changes dramatically 
from decade to decade, as it always does, but the moods of Earth have little bearing 
on their mission: to explore, to study and to send their learnings home.





33#GirlsofStormandShadow N@girlinthelens P@girlinthelens natashangan.com 

 November 2019  Fantasy . LGBT . Legends . Myths . Fables

 The mesmerising sequel to the New York 
Times bestselling Girls of Paper and Fire.

 GIRLS OF STORM AND 
SHADOW
 Girls of Paper and Fire Book 2

 Natasha Ngan

 9781529342598 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529342628 • £14.99

 Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529342604 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
GIRLS OF PAPER AND FIRE

Exclusive territories: BCN 

US Rights:  
Jimmy Patterson Books

Translation Rights:  
Jimmy Patterson Books

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Paris, France. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Natasha Ngan is part young-adult author, part yoga-teacher, part habitual nap-taker. She grew 
up between Malaysia and the UK, speaking Chinese with her mother mainly as a way to talk about 
people without them understanding. Natasha recently moved to Paris, where she likes to imagine she 
drifts stylishly from brasserie to brasserie. In reality, she mostly spends her time lost on the metro and 
offending locals with her French.

 Lei, the naive country girl who became a royal courtesan, is now known as the 
Moonchosen, the commoner who managed to do what no one else could. But slaying 
the cruel Demon King wasn’t the end of the plan – it’s just the beginning. Now Lei and 
her warrior love Wren must travel the kingdom to gain support from the far-flung rebel 
clans. Meanwhile, an evil plot to eliminate the rebel uprising is taking shape, fuelled by 
dark magic and vengeance. Will Lei succeed in her quest to overthrow the monarchy 
and protect her love for Wren, or will she fall victim to the sinister magic that seeks to 
destroy her?





34  #LightYears N@kassmorganbooks    

 October 2019  Juvenile Science Fiction . Action & Adventure . Coming of Age

 The second book in a new series from the 
bestselling author of The 100.

SUPERNOVA
Light Years Book 2

Kass Morgan

 9781473663428 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473663411 • £7.99

Most recent title: LIGHT YEARS

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Little, Brown Books  
for Young Readers 

Translation Rights: Alloy Entertainment

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley. 
Author lives in Brooklyn, USA.

 Kass Morgan received a BA from Brown and a Masters degree from Oxford. She currently works as 
an editor in New York and lives in Brooklyn.

 Tensions are rising between the Quatrans and the Specters, and the Quatra Fleet is 
gearing up for an epic fight. With a galaxy on the brink of war and loyalties divided, 
Orelia, Arran, Cormak and Vesper will be tested like never before. 

As secret machinations come to light, these cadets will be forced to overcome their 
differences and band together to restore peace to their worlds.



MULHOLLAND

N@mullhollandbooks



36 #CityofWindows robertpobi.com 

 August 2019  Thrillers . Crime . Procedural

 A major new American thriller series with 
a standout hero: Lucas Page sees crime 
from a different angle.

 CITY OF WINDOWS
  Robert Pobi

 9781529353112 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 386pp

eBook: 9781529353136 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529353143 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529353129 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: St Martin’s Press

Translation Rights: Sandra Dijkstra 
Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kerry Hood

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Quebec, Canada. Author 
is available for: interviews, features.

 Robert Pobi is an internationally bestselling novelist whose work has been published in more than 
15 countries. He spends the summer in a cabin in the mountains, and when he’s not writing at a 
desk once owned by Robert Calvi, he fishes for everything that swims. He collects early 20th-century 
American art, listens to a little too much Motörhead and doesn’t do Twitter. 

 The shot is impossible. In the middle of a blizzard, down a busy New York avenue, 
into a moving car. The agent in charge knows one man who can work out where the 
bullet came from. Lucas Page, physics professor and former child prodigy, sees 
crime from a different angle – his ability to read a scene is uncanny. Page quit the FBI 
after it nearly cost him his life, but this victim is his former partner, and he can’t resist 
the call to help. But the death is only the first in a series of murders unlike anything 
Page has seen before . . .





37#VultureClub N@VaseemKhanUK M VaseemKhanOfficial vaseemkhan.com 

 August 2019  Crime & Mystery . Detective . India

 The gripping new novel in the Baby 
Ganesh series, from much-loved author 
Vaseem Khan.

 BAD DAY AT THE 
VULTURE CLUB
 Baby Ganesh Agency Book 5

 Vaseem Khan

 9781473685369 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781473685390 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781473685406 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473685376 • £14.99

Most recent title: MURDER AT THE 
GRAND RAJ PALACE

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: A.M. Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kerry Hood

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, E13. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Vaseem Khan first saw an elephant lumbering down the road when he arrived in India to work as a 
management consultant. It was the most unusual thing he had ever encountered and served as the 
inspiration behind his crime novels. He now works at UCL for the Department of Security and Crime 
Science. Elephants are third on his list of passions, first and second being great literature and cricket, 
not always in that order.

 The Parsees are among the oldest, most secretive and most influential communities 
in the city: respected, envied and sometimes feared. When prominent industrialist 
Cyrus Zorabian is murdered on holy ground, his body dumped inside a Tower of 
Silence – where the Parsee dead are consumed by vultures – the police dismiss it as 
a random killing. But his daughter is unconvinced. Chopra, uneasy at entering this 
world of power and privilege, is soon plagued by doubts about the case.But murder 
is murder. And in Mumbai, wealth and corruption go in hand in hand, inextricably 
linking the lives of both high and low. . .





38 #GirlsLikeUs N@cristinaalger M AuthorCristinaAlger cristinaalger.com 

 July 2019  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery

 ‘Cristina Alger is my kind of writer’  
Harlan Coben

 GIRLS LIKE US
  Cristina Alger

 9781529351699 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529351712 • £5.99 

Audio download:  
9781529351705 • £19.99

Most recent title: THE BANKER’S WIFE

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Putnam

Translation Rights: Putnam

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance book proofs available on request 

Author lives in New York. Author is 
available for:  interview, features.

 Cristina Alger is a lifelong New Yorker. A graduate of Harvard College and NYU Law School, she 
worked as a financial analyst and a corporate attorney before becoming a writer. Her most recent novel, 
The Banker’s Wife was a USA Today bestseller. She lives in New York with her husband and children.

 FBI Agent Nell Flynn was never close to her father, Homicide Detective Martin Flynn, 
and her mother was brutally murdered when Nell was young. So when he dies, it’s the 
first time she’s been home in ten years. As a favour to her father’s partner, Nell agrees 
to help with one of his final cases – the murders of two young Latina women. But Nell 
quickly realizes that her father should be the prime suspect. Plagued by doubts, Nell 
starts to question the events surrounding her mother’s murder. And she may not like 
the answers she finds.

 



39#TheArtofDying N@DTSLindsay douglaslindsay.com 

 August 2019  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery

 The third in the atmospheric,  
Highlands-set DI Westphall series.

 THE ART OF DYING
 DI Westphall Book 3

 Douglas Lindsay

 9781473696990 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473696983 • £5.99 

Audio download:  
9781473696976 • £19.99

Most recent title: BOY IN THE WELL

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Somerset, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Douglas Lindsay was born in Scotland. He is the author of three books in the DI Westphall series 
and his debut novel The Long Midnight of Barney Thomson was made into a film starring Robert 
Carlyle, Ray Winstone and Emma Thompson. He lives in Somerset with his wife and children.

 When businessman Thomas Peterson is killed outside a football ground in the 
Highlands, there are several witnesses. Yet the hunt for the killer is proving as futile 
as the search for a motive. Possible connections to Russian money and an eerie 
retirement home are soon thrown into the mix. To further complicate things, DI 
Westphall’s MI6 past is coming back to haunt him. Guilt stalks his dreams, but could 
there be a message in these nightmares? Westphall is in danger of losing his head 
just when he needs it the most. He must find answers, and fast, before the murderer 
strikes again.





40 #InHerEyes N@sarahalderson M Sarah-Alderson P@sarahaldersonauthor sarahalderson.com 

 November 2019  Crime . Suspense . Psychological Thriller

 A gripping thriller about secrets in a 
seemingly perfect family, from the author 
of the bestselling Friends Like These.

 IN HER EYES
  Sarah Alderson

 9781473681842 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473681859 • £2.99

Audio download:  
9781529345407 • £19.99

Most recent title:  
FRIENDS LIKE THESE

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Ojai, California, 
USA. Author is available for: 
interviews, features.

 Sarah Alderson is a British-born, LA-based author and screenwriter. Sarah left the UK in 2010 to 
travel the world with her husband and then-toddler daughter (a journey documented in her memoir 
Can We Live Here?). After living in Bali, Indonesia for five years, during which time she published seven 
young adult books, they moved to California, where Sarah now balances screenwriting for TV and films 
with writing novels. 

 Ava’s life is enviable: loving husband; great kids; beautiful house. Until the night that 
a violent home invasion plunges her world into chaos. In the aftermath, Ava needs 
answers to two questions. Who has targeted her family? And why? But things aren’t 
adding up. She’s starting to suspect that someone knows more than they’re letting 
on. That everything she thought she knew about the people closest to her was a lie.
Ava needs to understand. And to do that she must decide who she can trust. Because 
she’s about to discover that her family is in more danger than she ever imagined . . .
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 July 2019  Science . Astronomy . Astrophysics

 An insider’s guide to the planets and their 
many secrets.

 THE SECRET LIVES OF 
PLANETS
 A User’s Guide to the Solar System

 Paul Murdin

 9781529319415 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529319439 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529319446 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Cambridge, UK. 
Author is available for: interview

 Paul Murdin has worked as an astronomer all around the world. He is identified as the co-
discoverer of the first stellar black hole found in our galaxy, Cygnus X-1. Currently working emeritus at 
the Institute of Astronomy in Cambridge, he was honoured by the Queen with an OBE for his work in 
international astronomy and for helping make astronomy accessible to everyone.

 We all imagine the solar system to be just like a clock – ticking away perfectly to its 
own rhythm. But from another perspective, the planets live an exciting, chaotic life – 
did you know, for example, that Saturn’s moon, Titan, boasts lakes of liquid methane? 
Or that Mars wasn’t always red, but was once as blue as our planet? The culmination 
of a lifetime of astronomy and wonder, Paul Murdin’s enchanting new book reveals 
everything you ever wanted to know about the planets and their satellites – and our 
own place among them.
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 July 2019  History . World War II . Adolf Hitler

 How renegade spies kept Hitler from 
obtaining a nuclear bomb. 

THE BASTARD BRIGADE
The True Story of the Secret Plot to Stop the 
Nazi Atomic Bomb

Sam Kean

 9781529374865 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781529374896 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529374902 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529374872 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Little, Brown 

Translation Rights:  
Little, Brown

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in South Dakota, USA.

 Sam Kean is the New York Times bestselling author of Caesar’s Last Breath, The Tale of the Dueling 
Neurosurgeons, The Disappearing Spoon and The Violinist’s Thumb. His work has appeared in 
The Best American Nature and Science Writing, the New Yorker, The Atlantic, the New York Times 
Magazine, Psychology Today, Slate, Mental Floss and other publications, and he has been featured on 
NPR’s Radiolab, All Things Considered and Fresh Air.

 In the midst of planning the Manhattan Project, the U.S. Office of Strategic Services 
created a secret offshoot – the Alsos Mission – meant to gather intelligence on 
and sabotage if necessary, scientific research by the Axis powers. At its heart was 
the ‘Lightning A’ team, a group of intrepid soldiers, scientists, and spies – and 
even a famed baseball player – who were given almost free rein to get themselves 
embedded within the German scientific community to stop the most terrifying threat of 
the war: Hitler acquiring an atomic bomb of his very own. 
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 July 2019  True Crime . Popular Culture . True Accounts .

 A global exploration into the  
war on drugs. 

 DOPEWORLD
 Adventures in Drug Lands

 Niko Vorobyov

 9781529378016 • 18.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529378047 • 18.99

Audio download:  
9781529378054 • 19.99

Royal Trade Paperback:  
9781529378023 • 14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Author lives in Bath, UK. Author is 
available for:  interviews, features.

 Niko Vorobyov was born in Leningrad, Russia, before moving to Great Britain. From 2013–2014 
he served a two-and-a-half-year sentence for Possession with Intent to Supply. Upon his release, he 
graduated from UCL and began working at Russian news outlet, Russia Today, before putting together 
his media, academic and under-the-counter expertise in writing a book. Dopeworld is his first book.

 Dopeworld is a bold and eye-opening exploration into the world of drugs. Taking 
us on an unforgettable journey around the world, we trace the emergence of 
psychoactive substances and our relationship with them. Exploring the murky 
criminal underworld, the author has unparalleled access to drug lords, cartel leaders, 
hitmen and government officials. The author served a two-and-a-half-year prison 
sentence for Possession with Intent to Supply. While in prison he researched as 
much as he could about the global drugs policy and why we turned on some of the 
world’s oldest substances. 
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 August 2019  Current Affairs . Politics . Activism

 How we can all make a difference:  
a user’s guide to activism. 

DO SOMETHING 
Activism for Everyone 

Kajal Odedra

 9781529355437 • £16.99 
B format Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529355444 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529355451 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London. Author is 
available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Kajal Odedra is UK Director at Change.org, the world’s largest online petition website with 200 
million users worldwide and over 15 million in the UK. Kajal has worked in the campaigns and tech 
sector for over 10 years, is an advisor for the women in STEM group Ada’s List and founded the 
People of Colour initiative.

 This is a user’s guide to activism by one of the UK’s biggest names in grass-roots 
campaigning. Illustrated with lessons from the real world, it is a blueprint for creating 
change for anyone who has ever asked themselves ‘why hasn’t anyone done 
something about that?’ We are taught to believe that only a small group of people in 
society can change laws and company policies. That’s simply not true any longer – 
each of us is capable of using our experiences to change the world. We just need to 
use that thing that makes us different, and learn how to channel it. 
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 August 2019  History . World History . Imperialism

 A dazzling new history of the world 
through ten empires.

 RISE AND FALL
 A History of the World in Ten Empires

 Paul Strathern

 9781473698628 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781473698642 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781473698659 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473698635 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Author lives in London

 Paul Strathern has lectured in philosophy and mathematics and is the author of numerous books 
about science, history, philosophy and literature, including two series, Philosophers in 90 Minutes 
and The Big Idea: Scientists Who Changed the World, and the Sunday Times bestseller The Medici: 
Godfathers of the Renaissance. He also won a Somerset Maugham award for his novel A Season in 
Abyssinia. He lives in London. 

 From the vast Akkadian Empire ruling over ancient Mesopotamia, to the Roman 
Empire that laid the roots of the modern world, to the Mongol Empire that swept 
across the steppes of northern Asia, Rise and Fall charts the history of the world 
through ten of its greatest empires, combining breathtaking scope with masterful 
concision. Covering 5,000 years of history in ten succinct chapters, Paul Strathern 
traces connections across four millennia and sheds new light on these major 
civilisations. Rise and Fall is a comprehensive and compulsory read for anyone 
fascinated by the history of the world.
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 September 2019  Future Studies . Environment . Earth Sciences

 A speculative glimpse at the end  
of the world. 

 THE DAY IT FINALLY 
HAPPENS
 The Good News About the Bad News –  
and the Bad News About the Good News

 Mike Pearl 

 9781473685574 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473685604 •£16.99

Audio download:  
9781473685628 • 19.99

Demy Trade Paperback:  
9781473685581 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Scribner

Translation Rights: Scribner

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA. Author 
is available for: interviews, features.

 Mike Pearl is a journalist, author and screenwriter based in Los Angeles. He’s been published in the 
Hollywood Reporter, The Awl, Grist, Death and Taxes and VICE’s website and magazine. 

 If you live on planet Earth, you’re probably scared about the future. Terrorism, 
complicated international relations, global warming and a raft of other issues make 
it hard not to be. In this hilarious, enlightening and often terrifying book, Pearl gives 
us a glimpse of the potential end-of-the-world scenarios that could happen sooner 
than we think – from nuclear war to the end of antibiotics, discovering distant life to 
the realisation that all cemeteries are full. With interviews with scientists and political 
thinkers, Pearl investigates how close we really are to the end of the world – and what 
we can expect when it finally happens . . .
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 September 2019  Modern History . World War II . Personal Memoirs

 The miraculous story of six siblings who 
lived through WWII.

 TO WAR WITH THE 
WALKERS
 Three Soldiers, the War Bride, the Nurse and 
a Doctor: One Family’s Extraordinary Story of 
Survival in the Second World War

 Annabel Venning

 9781473679306 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781473679337 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473679344 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473679313 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: PEW Literary

Translation Rights: PEW Literary

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in Salisbury, UK

 Annabel Venning was born in Hong Kong in 1973 and, as an army daughter, lived in 18 houses 
in as many years, in Asia, Germany and Britain. Having studied History and Politics at Durham 
University, she went on to become a journalist writing for the Daily Telegraph, The Times, the Daily Mail 
and Mail on Sunday. She lives in Wiltshire, and is married to the author Guy Walters.

 Harold, a doctor, spent a week in a coma after being bombed while conducting an 
operation. Beatrice married an American airman, but was widowed weeks before 
the end of the war. Peter was tortured as a Japanese POW. Edward fought with 
the 1/8 Punjab regiment in India. Ruth, a nurse, performed skin grafts for soldiers 
returning from Dunkirk. Walter fought with the 8th Gurkhas in Burma. Meet the 
Walkers, six siblings – including the author’s grandfather – who survived Blitz, battle 
and internment and lived to tell the tale. Together, their stories reveal an extraordinary 
social history of the Second World War. 
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 September 2019  Ancient History . Paranormal . Ghosts

 Why belief in ghosts makes us human.

  THE FIRST GHOSTS 
     Irving Finkel

 9781529303261 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529303278 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529303285 • £19.99

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Karen Geary & Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request 

Author lives in London. Author is 
available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Irving Finkel is Assistant Keeper of Ancient Mesopotamian (i.e. Sumerian, Babylonian and 
Assyrian) script, languages and cultures Department: Middle East at the British Museum. He is the 
curator in charge of cuneiform inscriptions on tablets of clay from ancient Mesopotamia, of which the 
Middle East Department has the largest collection – some 130,000 pieces – of any modern museum. 

 Ghosts – the spirits of the dead – have walked by our side since time immemorial. In 
The First Ghosts, author Irving Finkel looks at ghosts from a standpoint quite different 
to that of most spectral literature. Drawing on evidence from the very earliest pre-
human archaeology and the very earliest writing and literature, Finkel suggests that 
belief in and experience of ghosts emerges as a central component of humanity since 
its inception. 
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 September 2019  Memoir . India . Mahatma Gandhi

 Marina Wheeler delves into the Indian 
past her mother left behind.

  THE LOST HOMESTEAD 
  My Mother’s Journey From Displacement 
to Self-Discovery   

Marina Wheeler

 9781473677746 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781473677777 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781473677784 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473677753 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Advance book proofs available on request 

Author lives in London. Author is 
available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Marina Wheeler is an Anglo-Indian, London-based barrister specialising in constitutional and 
human rights law. She was made Queen’s Counsel in 2016 and also teaches mediation and conflict 
resolution. She writes regularly for the UK Human Rights Blog as well as national newspapers, usually 
on legal subjects.

 Marina Wheeler’s mother, Dip, lost her home aged 14 when she and her Sikh family 
were forced to flee their hometown during Partition in 1947. Some years after Partition, 
Dip was again ‘displaced’, this time by choice, when she married Marina’s English 
father and left India for good. In The Lost Homestead Wheeler delves deep into the 
past, drawing on the oral history recounted by her mother to learn about the world that 
was left behind in India, painting a detailed picture of the end of the Raj, the struggle 
for independence and the legacy of India’s great leaders.  
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 October 2019  Sport . Golf . Autobiography

 The autobiography of an iconic golf 
commentator 

 SPEAKING OF GOLF . . .
AND A FEW OTHER 
THINGS 
  Peter Alliss 

 9781529396218 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529396225 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529397949 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529396232 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stougton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Author lives in Surrey. Author is 
available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Peter Alliss is a former professional golfer, and is a television presenter and commentator, author 
and golf course designer. Alliss is known for his charismatic and unique style of commentary. In 2012 
he was inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame in the Lifetime Achievement category. 

 Recognised for many years as the Voice of Golf, Peter Alliss takes the reader on a trip 
through his life as both a successful professional golfer and then as the best-known 
and admired commentator for television in Britain and America. From the start of his 
career on TV Peter Alliss has grown into a legendary broadcasting figure. In this book 
he reveals the secrets of his success, as well as casting his witty and erudite eye over 
the great players, men and women, he has known and watched in Championship golf 
throughout the world.
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 October 2019  Cricket . Humour . Gift

 A humorous book from the ‘voice of 
cricket’, Henry Blofeld. 

 MY A–Z OF CRICKET
  Henry Blofeld

 9781529378498 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529378504 • £20.00

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Author lives in London, SW3. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Henry Blofeld began writing about cricket in 1962 and in 1972 he started his long career as a 
commentator with the BBC’s Test Match Special. He has written for numerous papers and broadcast 
on both radio and television for networks around the world. Since 2002 Henry Blofeld has performed 
in his humorous one-man show in theatres all round the country. He retired from Test Match Special to 
huge applause in 2017. 

 A first class cricketer, a successful sports journalist and radio commentator, Henry 
Blofeld has selected a list of players, facts and terms that will intrigue the reader of 
his A–Z of Cricket. ‘Blowers’, as he is fondly known, is a past master of storytelling, 
often rather mischievous and revealing, but almost always light-hearted. However his 
views, for instance on The MCC, The Pitch and Appealing will bring food for thought, 
and those on D’Oliveira and Ian Botham are inspiring. Henry Blofeld elaborates 
on characters in the game and extraordinary matches that will be sure to bring 
entertainment, humour and surprise.
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 July 2019  Sport . Cricket . Journalism 

 An revealing portrait of the 
revolutionary journalist who changed 
sports reporting forever.

THE GREAT ROMANTIC 
Cricket and the Golden Age of Neville Cardus 

  Duncan Hamilton

 9781473661837 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473661820 • £20.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473661844 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
GOING TO THE MATCH

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Fletcher and Company

Translation Rights:  
Fletcher and Company

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Yorkshire, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events, 
limited author tour on publication

 Duncan Hamilton is a journalist who has won two William Hill Sports Book of the Year Prizes. He 
has been nominated on a further four occasions. He has also claimed two British Sports Book Awards 
and is the only writer to have won the Wisden Cricket Book of the Year on three occasions. He lives at 
the foot of the Yorkshire Dales.

 In The Great Romantic, award-winning author Duncan Hamilton demonstrates 
how Cardus changed sports journalism for ever. While popularising cricket – while 
appealing, in Cardus’ words to people who ‘didn’t know a leg-break from the pavilion 
cat at Lord’s’ – he became a star in his own right with exquisite phrase-making, 
disdain for statistics and a penchant for literary and musical allusions. However, 
behind the rhapsody in blue skies, green grass and colourful characters, this richly 
evocative biography uncovers the dark enigma within a golden age. 



54   P@everyoutfitonsatc  

 November 2019  Gift Books . Lifestyle . Television . 

 Lessons from the most underrated 
character on Sex and the City.

  WE SHOULD ALL BE 
MIRANDAS 
  Life Lessons from Sex and the City’s Most 
Underrated Character   

Chelsea Fairless & Lauren Garroni 

 9781529355314 • £12.99 
Cut Down Royal Hardback • 240pp

eBook: 9781529355321 • £12.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

Translation Rights:  
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA.

 Chelsea Fairless is a Los Angeles-based designer, consultant and digital content creator. She is 
a Parsons graduate with a background in fashion history and digital media. Lauren Garroni is a 
writer, director and producer based in Los Angeles. Her digital media work has been featured in Slate, 
Huffington Post, Refinery29, Funny or Die, Paper Magazine, Above Average, People and USA Today 
and her comedy shorts have garnered millions of views.

 We Should All Be Mirandas is a celebration of a certain redheaded lawyer and the 
legions of fans who relate to her pragmatic, no-bullshit approach to work, love and 
sex. One part self-help book, one part humorous manifesto, this book distils Ms 
Hobbes’ core principles into a strategic guide for navigating life’s inevitable ups and 
downs. With sharp, snarky humour throughout, celebrations of the show’s iconic 
moments and an attractive aesthetic, this will be a go-to gift for fashion heads, pop 
culture geeks and girlfriends everywhere. 
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 July 2019  Autobiography . Dogs . Military

 Barrie was rescued from the rubble of a 
school in Syria by bomb disposal expert, 
Sean Laidlaw.

 BARRIE
   How a Rescue Dog and Her Owner  
Saved Each Other 

  Sean Laidlaw

 9781529380651 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529380675 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781529380699 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529380668 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in Hornchurch, Essex, UK.  
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Sean Laidlaw is a former Royal Engineer and bomb disposal expert. He now runs a successful 
health and fitness business. 

 Laidlaw discovered Barrie in the remains of a school in Raqqa, Syria. She initially 
rejected Sean’s advances, but he refused to give up. Sean gradually gained her 
trust and they soon became inseparable. When Sean’s contract was not renewed, 
he raised the funds to bring her home with him with the help of the charity War Paws. 
They were reunited in emotional scenes that made headlines across international 
media. Laidlaw credits Barrie with helping him with his PTSD, their story is a powerful 
reminder of the incredible bond that dogs and humans have, and how both can save 
the other.
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 August 2019  Family & Relationships . Women . Fiction 

 Six women, one aim and the stories  
they never told.

 THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 
THE BLUEBELL INN
  Kit Fielding

 9781529378573 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529378566 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Kit Fielding was born to a large family in the late forties. They moved often, in part due to Kit’s 
mother, who found it difficult to settle for any length of time, a legacy from her traveller roots.  
Kit left school at 15 to help earn money for the family. He’s now happily married, but still struggles with 
restlessness; he lives in a caravan somewhere by the sea.

 Each week, six women of different ages and from varying backgrounds come 
together at The Bluebell Inn. They form an unlikely, and occasionally triumphant, 
ladies darts team, but it is their hidden stories of love and loss that in the end bind 
them. These displaced women know little of each other’s lives, but their weekly 
meetings at their local pub weave a delicate and sustaining connection between 
them all, a constant that maybe they can rely on as the crossroads in their individual 
lives threaten to overwhelm. Raw, funny and devastating, all of life can be found at 
the Bluebell.

 



58  N@BrianCatling  

 September 2019  Fiction . Science Fiction . Surreal

 A novel by iconic artist and author of  
cult bestseller, The Vorrh.

 EARWIG
  Brian Catling

 9781473687103 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473687134 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473694026 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473687110 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE CLOVEN

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: United Agents

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Oxford, UK. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Brian Catling is a sculptor, poet, novelist, film maker and performance artist. He was educated at 
North East London Polytechnic and the Royal College of Art. He now holds the post of Professor of 
Fine Art at The Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art, Oxford and is a fellow of Linacre College. He 
has been exhibiting his work internationally since the 1970s. 

 Earwig is a strange man employed as carer to a strange girl in a flat in the city of 
Liege. On one of his rare trips out of the flat he is drinking in a neighbouring bar when 
he reluctantly becomes engaged in conversation with a man calling himself Tyre, who 
turns out to have supernatural powers. He propels Earwig into a terrible accident, in 
the course of which he maims one of the waitresses. When a black cat is delivered 
to their flat, unasked for, the girl forms an immediate bond with it. But Earwig finds 
himself drawn into a web of evil coincidences spun by the devilish Tyre and the cat 
who is his avatar.
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 August 2019  Military Fiction . Thriller . War & Combat

 The seventh book in the bestselling  
Danny Black series.

 BLACK OPS
 Danny Black Thriller 7

 Chris Ryan

 9781473668065 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473668089 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781473668096 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473668072 • £14.99

Most recent title: HEAD HUNTERS

Exclusive territories:   
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Barbara Levy

Translation Rights: Barbara Levy

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Hereford, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Former SAS corporal and the only man to escape death or capture during the Bravo Two Zero 
operation in the 1991 Gulf War, Chris Ryan turned to writing thrillers to tell the stories the Official 
Secrets Act stops him putting in his non-fiction. His novels have gone on to inspire the Sky One series 
Strike Back. 

 A series of gruesome killings take place in Dubai, Ghana and America. In Hereford 
Danny Black realises they have something in common – they were all involved in 
training a young Muslim soldier, Ibrahim Khan. Khan has been working under-cover 
in Islamic State in a mission organised by MI6. Danny sets out to track him down 
with the help of Khan’s MI6 handler on a trail that leads him to Damascus, the Syrian 
desert and back to the Brecon Beacons. Danny discovers that he has finally met his 
match – and it is the last person he ever expected.
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 November 2019  Rock & Pop . Novel . Musician 

 The brilliant first novel by a legendary 
rock star.

 THE AGE OF ANXIETY
  Pete Townshend

 9781473622937 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473622920 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473622999 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473622944 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: HBGUS

Translation Rights:  
Blair Partnership

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London. Author 
is available for:  events and 
signings to be confirmed.

 Pete Townshend is the lead guitarist and principal songwriter of The Who – one of the most 
influential rock bands of the 20th century, selling over 100 million records worldwide – and the 
composer of the rock operas Tommy and Quadrophenia.

The Age of Anxiety is a great rock novel, but that is one of the less important things 
about it. The narrator is a brilliant creation - cultured, witty and unreliable. The novel 
captures the craziness of the music business and displays Pete Townshend’s sly 
sense of humour and sharp ear for dialogue. First conceived as an opera, The Age of 
Anxiety deals with mythic and operatic themes including a maze, divine madness and 
long-lost children. Hallucinations and soundscapes haunt this novel, which on one 
level is an extended meditation on manic genius and the dark art of creativity.
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 October 2019  Beauty & Grooming 

 ‘A ground-breaking, first-of-its-kind 
book’ Edward Enninful

 PALETTE
 The Beauty Bible for Women of Colour

 Funmi Fetto

 9781529330434 • £25.00 
234x170mm Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529330472 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529330489 • £24.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, SE23. Author 
is available for: interviews, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Funmi Fetto is a former Beauty Director of British Vogue and currently Contributing Beauty Editor 
and Columnist there, with 15 years of experience as a fashion and beauty journalist. At British Vogue, 
she contributes features to the magazine and website, writes a Vogue online beauty column that 
focuses specifically on women of colour and has recently started writing a weekly beauty page for the 
Observer magazine.

 The idea for Palette came to Vogue Contributing Beauty Editor Funmi Fetto after 
years of being asked by friends, family and even strangers on the street for advice 
on beauty products suitable for women of colour, who often find themselves 
excluded from mainstream beauty coverage. Following on from her career in 
journalism, where she has extended the beauty conversation in publications such 
as the Observer and Tatler, and written in an honest, elegant and engaging style, 
Palette covers all the hair, skincare, makeup and body products available today that 
really work for women of colour.

 



62  N@hurrahforgin M hurrahforgin P@hurrahforgin hurrahforgin.com 

  October 2019  Humour . Gift 

 The third book by Katie Kirby, creator 
of the bestselling Hurrah for Gin.

RELUCTANT ADULT
  Katie Kirby 

 9781473662056 • £12.99 
B format Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473662049 • £12.99

Most recent title: HURRAH FOR GIN: 
THE DAILY STRUGGLES OF ARCHIE 
ADAMS

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in Brighton, UK. 
Author is available for:  events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Katie Kirby lives with her husband and two young sons by the sea in Brighton. She started blogging 
on a whim one night, probably under the influence of gin after a bad day. Through Hurrah For Gin she 
gives a real and humorous account of parenting young children – the happy, the sad, the good and 
the bad. 

 Katie Kirby pinpoints with painful precision just how your crap life is now you’re all grown 
up. Aside from the spiralling worries that peak at around 3am ffs: my leg hurts, should 
I become vegan? why haven’t I done anything about carbon emissions?; there is your 
perverse impulse to say yes to invitations to dinner with people you don’t like and who 
have nicer hair than you. Thankfully there is a silver lining, which mostly takes the form 
of lying to yourself, learning how to evade unexpected callers and cheating the system 
with your Tesco Clubcard. Honest, relatable, hilarious and containing no useful advice 
whatsoever, take comfort in the knowledge that it’s not just you, we’re all f*cked.

 



63 N@exsaschrisryan M ChrisRyanBooks P@exsaschrisryan  

 November 2019  History . Military

 A history of the SAS by one of the 
most well-known soldiers to have 
served in the Regiment.

 A SOLDIER’S HISTORY  
OF THE SAS
  Chris Ryan

 9781529324648 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529324662 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529324679 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529324655 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Barbara Levy

Translation Rights: Barbara Levy

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Karen Geary

Author lives in Hereford, UK.  
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Former SAS corporal and the only man to escape death or capture during the Bravo Two Zero 
operation in the 1991 Gulf War, Chris Ryan turned to writing thrillers to tell the stories the Official 
Secrets Act stops him putting in his non-fiction. His novels have gone on to inspire the Sky One series 
Strike Back.

 From the formation of the SAS in 1941, Chris Ryan supplies first-hand accounts of 
some of the SAS’s early missions in Malaya and Borneo. The fighting techniques 
and philosophy of the SAS were forged on those jungle campaigns. There will be 
first-hand accounts from those who saw action in the Iranian Embassy Siege, the 
Falklands, Ireland, Sierra Leone, Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. The SAS fight on the 
very frontline of warfare, and this book sheds light on the true heroes of the Regiment 
and how it has become the model for special forces all over the world, including US 
Navy Seals.

 



64  N@aliceokbooks  

 November 2019  Fiction . Family . Community

 A novel about relationships and 
community and whether not quite 
perfect might be enough.

 ON THE UP
  Alice O’Keeffe

 9781529303353 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529303377 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529303346 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Brighton. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Alice O’Keeffe is a freelance writer and journalist. She was deputy editor of the Guardian’s Saturday 
Review section, and writes book reviews, interviews and features for the Guardian, Observer and New 
Statesman. She has been a speechwriter at the Department for Education and literary programmer at 
the Brighton Festival. 

Sylvia lives on a council estate with her not-quite-husband Obe and their two children. 
She dreams of buying a house on a leafy street; if she closes her eyes, she can see 
it all so clearly. . . It’s not ideal that she’s about to be made redundant, or that Obe 
is never going to earn more than the minimum wage. As sleep deprivation sets in, 
and the R’n’B downstairs gets ever louder, Sylvia’s life starts to unravel. But when the 
estate is earmarked for redevelopment, the threat to her community means that Sylvia 
is ready to take a stand for what she believes in.
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66 #SuperFoodinMinutes N@donalskehan M  donalskehan P@donalskehan V DonalSkehan donalskehan.com 

 September 2019  Food & Drink . TV/Celebrity Chef Cookbooks

 Delicious healthy meals in 
under  
30 minutes made with 10 
ingredients or fewer.

 SUPER FOOD IN 
MINUTES
 Easy Recipes, Fast Food, All Healthy

 Donal Skehan

 9781529325584 • £25.00 
Crown quarto Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529325591 • £25.00

 Most recent title: MEALS IN MINUTES

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances.

 Donal Skehan has been cooking since age four! Donal is the author of numerous cookbooks; Fresh 
was named as one of Good Food magazine’s Top 10 cookbooks of the year. He’s the host of Saturday 
Kitchen, star of cookery shows on RTE and The Food Network and has his own YouTube channel with 
half a million subscribers. Donal was born and raised in Dublin and is currently living in LA.

 Super Food in Minutes is all about real, fast and delicious family food that just so 
happens to be good for you! 

In Donal’s latest cookbook, he shares 90 tried and tested, tasty recipes that will 
change the way you cook, as well as top tips and hacks for healthy home cooks.

 



67#LiamsKitchenSocial N@LiamcBakes P@liamcbakes  

 September 2019  Baking . TV/Celebrity Chef Cookbooks

 The exciting new face of TV 
cookery and host of the hit 
Channel 4 show, Liam Bakes.

LIAM’S WEEKDAY 
EATS AND WEEKEND 
TREATS 
  Liam Charles

 9781529303636 • £22.00 
Hardback Crown Quarto • 224pp

eBook: 9781529303629 • £22.00

 Most recent title: CHEEKY TREATS

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Author lives in London, N4. 
Author is available for:  interviews, 
features, festival appearances.

 Liam Charles was the breakout star on The Great British Bake Off in 2017. Liam Charles, from 
Hackney, is a student currently studying Drama at Goldsmiths, University of London. He is a presenter 
on Bake Off: The Professionals and the host of his own Channel 4 show, Liam Bakes.

 Liam Charles is back with new creations and flavour mashups that are guaranteed 
to get you cooking! Liam’s Weekday Eats and Weekend Treats is a collection of 70 
brand new sweet and savoury recipes that are perfect for any occasion. Whether 
you’re having a cosy night in, going to a family get-together or hanging out with 
friends, Liam has a delicious, quick and simple recipe for you. Full of beautiful 
photography, easy-to-follow recipes and mouth-watering flavours, this cookbook is a 
must-have for food-lovers. 



68 #GoodFoodFast N@GordonRamsay M GordonRamsay P@gordongram V GordonRamsay gordonramsay.com 

 October 2019  Food & Drink . TV/Celebrity Chef Cookbooks 

 Good food fast from the global  
superstar chef.

 GOOD FOOD FAST
 30-Minute Home-Cooked Meals 
Transformed by Michelin-Starred 
Expertise

 Gordon Ramsay

 9781529325430 • £25.00 
Crown quarto Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529325447 • £25.00

 Most recent title: GORDON RAMSAY’S 
ULTIMATE FIT FOOD

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Author lives in London, SW18. 
Author is available for:  interviews, 
features, festival appearances.

 Internationally renowned chef Gordon Ramsay has opened a string of successful restaurants 
across the globe, from Italy to LA, and has published numerous bestselling cookery books. Gordon 
has also become a star of the small screen both in the UK and internationally, with Ramsay’s Kitchen 
Nightmares and Hell’s Kitchen. Gordon lives with his wife and children in South London.

 With unlimited access to recipes, why does anyone need another cookbook? 
Because not all recipes are born equal. Not all of them have been created by a global 
superstar chef who has built his reputation on delivering the very best food. Over the 
course of his stellar career, Gordon has learnt every trick in the trade to create dishes 
that taste fantastic and can be produced without fail during even the most busy 
service. The result is 100 tried and tested recipes that you’ll cook time and again. 
All the recipes take 30 minutes or less and use readily available ingredients that are 
transformed into something special with Gordon’s expertise.

 



69#Gino’sItalianExpress N@Ginofantastico M ginodacampo P@Iamginodacampo ginodacampo.com 

 October 2019  Cookery . Food & Drink etc . TV . celebrity chef cookbooks . Italy

 The next chapter in Gino’s 
food-filled Italian adventure 
accompanying his hit ITV series for 
Autumn 2019.

 GINO’S ITALIAN 
EXPRESS
  Gino D’Acampo

 9781529352252 • £20.00 
Crown quarto • 224pp

eBook: 9781529352269 • £20

Most recent title:  
GINO’S ITALIAN ADRIATIC ESCAPE

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Author lives in Hertfordshire, UK. 
Author is available for: interviews, 
features, festival appearances.

 Gino was born in Napoli in the south of Italy into a large family. The food they ate was very traditional 
– simple recipes based on fresh fruit, vegetables, fish and meat. After training at the Luigi de Medici 
Catering College, Gino came to London at 19 and worked at The Orchard Restaurant in Hampstead 
and then at the Cambio restaurant in Surrey. Gino is the author of several best-selling books including 
Gino’s Healthy Italian for Less, Gino’s Italian Coastal Escape, Gino’s Italian Escape and Gino’s Italian 
Adriatic Escape.

 From bestselling cookery author, Gino D’Acampo, comes a brand-new cookbook 
inspired by a culinary journey along Italy’s most famous rail journeys. Gino’s Italian 
Express is a celebration of the delicious and authentic local foods Gino discovered on 
his train travels across beautiful Italy. Packed with 80 brand-new recipes, Gino shows you 
how to cook Italian dishes at home with minimal effort, pronto! Each recipe is in Gino’s 
signature easy-to-follow style and perfect for both weeknight suppers and dinner parties 
alike. Including all the recipes from Gino’s major ITV series coming in Autumn 2019, 
Gino’s Italian Express is the must-have cookbook for those wishing for a taste of Italy.

 



70   

 November 2019 Cooking Methods . Special Appliances

 The complete and authorised guide to the 
Instant Pot. 

 THE INSTANT POT BIBLE
 The Only Book You Need for Every Model of 
Instant Pot – with 300+ Recipes

 Bruce Weinstein & Mark Scarbrough

 9781529362053 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 480pp

eBook: 9781529362060 • £16.99

  Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Little, Brown US

Translation Rights:  
Little, Brown US

Serial Rights: Little, Brown US

Publicity contact: Jasmine Marsh

Sample spreads available on request

Authors live in USA.

 Pressure-cooking experts Bruce Weinstein and Mark Scarbrough are the bestselling authors 
of The Kitchen Shortcut Bible, among more than 30 other cookbooks. They were nominees for 2011 
and 2015 James Beard Awards, won the 2015 IACP Award, and are the longest-serving columnists 
on WeightWatchers.com, as well as regular contributors to the Washington Post, Fine Cooking and 
Cooking Light.

 More than five million people worldwide use Instant Pots to get food onto their table 
fast – up to 70% faster to be precise! The Instant Pot Bible is the most comprehensive 
Instant Pot book ever published, with more than 300 recipes that work with every 
size and model of Instant Pot. More than half the recipes come together in just a few 
minutes or a few steps. With recipes for every mealtime, including plenty of vegan, 
vegetarian and gluten-free options, The Instant Pot Bible will help you make the most 
of this amazing appliance. 

 



71#MorePlantsLessWaste N@eatingwithmax P@eatingwithmax VMaxLaManna eatingwithmax.com

 August 2019  Vegan Cookery . Food & Society . Conservation of the Environment

 Join Max on his journey  
to living more sustainably, 
celebrating the incredible  
power of a plant-based diet.

 MORE PLANTS  
LESS WASTE
 Plant-based Recipes With Purpose

 Max La Manna

 9781529396201 • £20.00 
Crown Quarto Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529394719 • £20

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

 Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in New York/London. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Max La Manna is a zero-waste vegan chef who creates delicious meals, while being an avid 
voice for sustainability and environmental conservation around the world. He has been featured in 
numerous publications; most recently Vogue, NowThis, BuzzFeed and Mashable. His passion for 
eliminating food waste and protecting our planet will inspire positive, disruptive change and improve 
the quality of life for all, both now and for the future.

New York Chef and Environmentalist Max La Manna is here to turn the tide on rubbish 
and breathe new energy into the leftovers that are typically destined for the bin. His 
mission is to reconnect food with our planet in a simple, positive way and challenge us to 
live more sustainably. In MORE PLANTS LESS WASTE he shares his delicious, low waste 
vegan recipes and the tools readers need to make a conscious lifestyle, second nature. 
We’ll learn about how we CAN save money and add value to what we already have, start 
feeling good about what we’re putting on our plates and protect our planet for the future 
– kickstarting the tiny edits to our daily routines that hold the power to change the world.

 



72 #TheNaturalPrescription prof-michalsen.de 

 August 2019 Alternative & Complementary Medicine . Health & Healing

 A thoughtful and compelling case for the 
power and potential of natural medicine to 
heal the human body.

 THE NATURAL 
PRESCRIPTION
 A Doctor’s Guide to the Science of  
Alternative Medicine

 Dr Andreas Michalsen

 9781529363586 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529366563 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529368055 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Viking US 

Translation Rights: Viking US

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Germany.  
Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances.

 Dr Andreas Michalsen has published over 200 scientific articles in top medical journals and is on 
the cutting edge of scientific research on natural medicine. Dr Andreas Michalsen also gives lectures 
regarding the entire areas of naturopathy and complementary medicine in various countries. Among 
other things, he is also chairman of the Karl and Veronica Carstens-Foundation, an institution funding 
and supporting naturopathy and homoeopathy.

 The Natural Prescription is a blueprint for health and a plea to us all to embrace and 
practice some of the ancient principles of naturopathy to help prevent disease and 
illness. Bestselling author Dr Andreas Michalsen doesn’t eschew Western medicine 
but wants us to re-examine and consider ancient techniques and traditions and apply 
them to our health alongside modern concepts.

 



73#LightOnLife bksiyengar.com 

 August 2019  Yoga . Mind, Body, Spirit . Philosophy

 The world’s most venerated yoga 
teacher sheds light on life through 
the prism of yoga.

 LIGHT ON LIFE 
 The Journey to Wholeness, Inner Peace  
and Ultimate Freedom

 B K S Iyengar

 9781529319774 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529321265 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529324273 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Rodale

Translation Rights: PRH

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

 B K S Iyengar was a living legend. He was one of the world’s leading teachers of yoga and was one 
of the first to introduce yoga to the West, and there are now hundreds of centres around the world 
where Iyengar yoga is taught. Iyengar was named one of Time magazine’s 100 Most Influential People 
in 2004. 

 B K S Iyengar, founder of the style of yoga teaching know as Iyengar yoga, invites 
both those new to yoga and those who are experienced practitioners on an inward 
journey designed to increase their physical stability, emotional vitality, mental clarity, 
intellectual wisdom and spiritual bliss. In this warm, witty, lucid and helpful book he 
addresses the role that yoga postures and breathing techniques play in our search 
for wholeness, the obstacles that keep us from progressing along our path, and how 
yoga can help us live in harmony with the world around us. 

 



74   lean-at-home.com/en

 August 2019  Wellbeing . Practical Motivation . Household Hints

 The book your family can’t live without!

 THE LEAN AND  
HAPPY HOME
 7 Easy Ways to Create Order in Your Family  
and Find Joy and Calm at Home

 Eva Jarlsdotter

 9781529337808 • £12.99 
Demy Hardback • 160pp

eBook: 9781529339291 • £12.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Jennifer Thompson at 
Nordlyset Literary Agency

Translation Rights: Jennifer Thompson at 
Nordlyset Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Louise Swannell

Manuscript available

Author lives in Stockholm, 
Sweden. Author is available 
for:  interviews, features.

 Eva Jarlsdotter worked for almost a decade in journalism before taking up leadership roles in 
communications, corporate social responsibility and telecoms. She’s now a writer, consultant and 
lecturer. Eva holds a degree in journalism and an executive MBA from the Stockholm School of 
Economics. She lives in Stockholm with her husband and their three children in an old house with an 
apple orchard.

 Speaker, advisor and social entrepreneur Eva Jarlsdotter combines Japanese 
organizational principles with Swedish wisdom. Bring harmony to your family and 
home by learning how to streamline everyday chores, swapping daily frustration for 
more time, energy and money. Our desire for order isn’t going away and this modern 
guide will reduce stress, ensuring your home flows.

 



75#HowToStopLosingYourSh*tWithYourKids N@SWMama M CarlaNaumburg P@Carlanaumburg carlanaumburg.com 

 September 2019  Family & Relationships . Parenting . Child Care

 You are not a bad parent . . . but you could  
be even better.

 HOW TO STOP LOSING 
YOUR SH*T WITH  
YOUR KIDS
 Effective Strategies For Stressed Out Parents

 Carla Naumburg

 9781473686922 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781473686953 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781473686960 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Workman Publishing 
Company

Translation Rights: Mackenzie Wolf

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in Massachusetts, USA.

 Carla Naumburg is a clinical social worker, writer and mother. Carla is a mindful parenting blogger 
and her writing has been featured in the New York Times, the Huffington Post and on parents.com. 
Carla holds a PhD in Clinical Social Work, and she has an advanced certificate in mindfulness and 
psychotherapy. She currently lives outside of Boston with her husband and two young daughters.

 So, you’re losing your sh*t with your kids. You scream, you shout, you snap at them. 
You’re cranky and irritable more often than you’d like to admit. You know how you 
want to parent; you want to be a calmer, more rational and intentional parent, but no 
matter how hard you try, you can’t help it. You keep losing your sh*t. 

How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t With Your Kids is a simple, accessible and humorous 
guide to more effective and mindful parenting.

 



76 #DailyCalm N@PadraigOMorain M PadraigOMorainMindfulness P@Padraigomorain padraigomorain.com 

 September 2019  Mind, Body, Spirit . Mindfulness . Meditations

 Build a positive mindfulness habit  
with Daily Calm.

DAILY CALM
 100 Daily Reminders to Help You Build  
the Mindfulness Habit

 Padraig O’Morain

 9781529313000 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529315981 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529317473 • £19.99

Most recent title: KINDFULNESS

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in Dublin, Ireland. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances.

 Padraig O’Morain is a psychotherapist, trained counsellor and mindfulness teacher based in Dublin 
with over 25 years’ experience and has taught mindfulness for more than a decade.

 The Daily Bell is a mindfulness reminder – a sort of ‘thought of the day’ – that 
mindfulness expert Padraig O’Morain sends out to his 15,000 subscribers every 
morning, and he has done so for the last five years. Following on from the success 
of this, Padraig has compiled 100 brand new bells and exercises into Daily Calm. By 
picking up the book and dipping into the short exercises, you will learn to integrate 
mindfulness into your life and build up a regular mindfulness habit.

 



77#tflquoteoftheday N@tfl M transportforlondon P@transportforlondon V TransportforLondon tfl.gov.uk 

 October 2019  Self-Help . Transportation . Gift Books

 The first book to celebrate the 
very best of TFL’s Quote of the 
Day boards. 

TFL QUOTE OF  
THE DAY 
Bringing London Together Through  
the Power of Quotes. 

  Transport for London (TFL)

 9781473691247 • £16.99 
178x129 Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781473691254 • £16.99

  

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Authors are available for:  TFL staff 
who have submitted a quote and 
had it featured in the book may be 
available for: interviews, events.

 TFL Quote of the Day is a beautifully packaged collection of the most popular Quote 
of the Day boards found at hundreds of stations across the London underground that 
inspire and brighten the days of commuters. These simple, open-hearted, positive 
and humorous quotes capture the wonderful spirit, iconic branding and rich heritage 
of TFL and help spread the message far and wide – that the London community is 
diverse and open to all, we’re in it together and we should all endeavour to make 
small acts of kindness, wherever possible – as they might just make someone’s day!



78 #TheMemoryCode N@dralexanderloyd M dralexanderloyd P@dralexanderloyd dralexanderloyd.com 

 October 2019  Memory . Self-Help . Memory Improvement

 Re-engineer and re-code your memory so 
that it produces love, peace and positive 
associations.

 THE MEMORY CODE 
 The 10-Minute Solution for Healing Your Life 
Through Memory Engineering

 Dr Alexander Loyd

 9781473697850 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473697867 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781473697874 • £19.99

Most recent title:  
BEYOND WILLPOWER

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Grand Central Publishing

Translation Rights:  
Folio Literary Management

Serial Rights:  
Grand Central Publishing

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Author lives in Leipers Fork, 
Tennessee, USA. 

 Dr Alexander Loyd is the international bestselling author of The Love Code and The Healing Code. 
He lectures all over the world with approximately 150 speaking engagements a year. With little money 
and no advertising, he built the largest practice of its kind in the world, with hundreds of thousands of 
clients in 50 states and 167 countries (and counting). 

 Our past doesn’t have to dictate our future. Losing weight, ending addiction, 
improving relationships, improving careers – you can change these behaviours by 
altering your memories. When we have a negative experience, we develop coping 
mechanisms to avoid that experience in the future. That can lead to behaviours like 
overeating, substance abuse or poor lifestyle choices. By turning negative memories 
into positive ones, we can change the behaviours at the root of our problems. 

 



79#SpiritHacking N@ShamanDurek M ShamanDurek P@shamandurek V ShamanDurek shamandurek.com 

 October 2019  Mind Body Spirit . Chakras . Auras & Spiritual Energy

 Shaman Durek, a fifth-generation shaman, 
shares life altering shamanic keys allowing 
you to tap into your personal power.

 SPIRIT HACKING 
 Shamanic Keys to Reclaim Your Personal 
Power, Transform Yourself and Light Up 
the World

 Shaman Durek

 9781529376685 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529380880 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529382372 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: St Martins Press

Translation Rights: St Martins Press

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Author lives in USA. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances.

 Shaman Durek is a third-generation shaman who has devoted decades to becoming a world-wide 
thought leader and spiritual enthusiast. He is also an author, activist and a women’s empowerment 
leader. Shaman Durek comes from a long lineage of spiritual practitioners including ministers, oracles 
and healers. As a gifted guest speaker and inspirational teacher, Durek has worked with many diverse 
public figures and leading organisations in conflict areas around the world.

 Spirit Hacking shatters readers’ complacency, giving them tools to navigate the 
tumultuous times in which we find ourselves. We will emerge from this period happier, 
lighter, and more vibrant than ever before. Shaman Durek teaches us how to step 
fearlessly out of this Blackout (the age of darkness we are currently experiencing) and 
access a place of fierce empowerment by use of tools and techniques of timeless 
Shamanic tradition. This transformation is both personal and collective; as individuals 
step out of darkness and begin to experience the light, we bring our loved ones and 
communities out of the shadows as well.

 



80  george-online.blogspot.com 

 September 2019  Humour . Animals . Pets

 A hilarious cat’s-eye view of the  
oddities of human behaviour.

 A CAT’S GUIDE TO 
HUMANS
 From A to Z

 George the Cat,  
owner of Celia Haddon

 9781529353006 • £9.99 
176x129mm Hardback • 176pp

eBook: 9781529353013 • £9.99

  

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in Oxfordshire, UK. 
Author is available for:  interview.

 George the Cat is a qualified agony aunt for cats worried about or irritated by their humans. He has 
a degree in Applied Human Behaviour and is, one could say, a human whisperer. Celia Haddon is 
a bestselling anthologist whose books have sold well over 1,000,000 copies worldwide. She is also a 
qualified cat behaviourist.

 George the Cat is the feline world’s favourite agony aunt. Now he brings us his 
irresistible, hilarious A–Z guide for fellow felines to help them navigate the human 
world, understand their sometimes weird and idiotic behaviour and help turn human 
failings to feline advantages. Includes advice on how to move a sleeping human to 
the edge of their bed, enjoy the use of their empty boxes before they’re thrown out 
and get doors opened for you whether or not you have a private catflap.
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 A 66-day roadmap for going sugar-free, 
from an eating disorder specialist and 
therapist who broke free of her own 
sugar addiction.

 BREAKING UP WITH 
SUGAR
 Free Yourself From the Most Destructive 
Relationship of Your Life

 Molly Carmel

 9781529370010 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 272pp
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Author lives in the USA.

 Molly Carmel has made it her mission to help people find a sustainable solution to the battle of 
obesity and related eating disorders. After struggling with her own eating disorder for over 20 years 
and finding no solutions in available treatments, she created The Beacon, where she helps clients 
recover from similar addictions. Molly has extensive training in Dialectical Behavioural Therapy, 
addiction and nutrition.

 Breaking Up With Sugar provides a roadmap for finding food freedom, with step-by-
step instructions designed to take the guesswork out of sugar-free eating and help 
people start a new, healthier relationship with food. With eight vows to return to and 
rely on, and guidance on how to divorce dieting forever, Breaking Up With Sugar offers 
an individualised, sustainable and realistic plan for eating and thriving.
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